
WHAT A LOAD OF BOLLOCKS…..well Dog’s Bollocks actually.

Where to begin, in fact that’s what the 46 punters who braved the searing desert conditions 
were asking seconds after they had been dispatched by D.B. on his latest endeavour “ ou es 
le papier” was the cry, perhaps this was Hashing “ a la mode” but even the Hare couldn’t find 
the shreddies, we blundered around for 5minutes, one suggestion was that he had bought the 
grade A+ super biodegradable stuff and it had done just that since it was laid the previous 
day….unlikely.
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We were rewarded with a well laid remainder of 
the trail and a few moments later after a crafty 
back check it was full steam ahead including 
scenes from Rawhide with cattle stampedes et 
all.

A brief sojourn a la plage to get some sand be-
tween our toes was followed moments later by 
a guided tour of the Lake District culminating 
in a river crossing over a carbon copy of Alec 
Guiness’ bridge over the Kwai which featured 
the endangered “Swanus Pinkus” and a guard 
who attempted to extract a toll from contestants, some hope, 2 minutes later ON IN sound-
ed and apart from a bloodied Big Yin everyone made it safely back, all in all not a bad 
day’s work and with a deadline on Piss quaffing imposed by the Thai Gestapo we got stuck 
into the chilled stuff, Circle was called and once again the Hare had the pleasure of sit-
ting astride the designer iceberg to hear the verdict which with a thumbs up left Crive the 

proud possessor of the necklace for yet another 
7 days.

No visitors so straight onto grassers and Glad I 
ate her indicted her offenders while Toblerone 
Man ajudged Tubby TWINKLY to have commit-
ted crimes against Hashing. Leavers Trailer Trash 
and Emu Plucker had left already to attend 
yet another high society do with E.P. warbling 
and strumming, so there was a stand in Downie 
drinker.



The Hash Crash Bunnet went to the aforementioned Grumpy Jock.com and Tangerine/
Toblerone Man fairly relished his new shoes downie especially since it included “Tea Bags”
We have a shiny new BBQ so in the next few weeks it should be getting christened that is if 
Two Stroke can assemble the f#*k^g thing, keep an ear open for details.
Nothing else to report so 
ON ON
TRASHER




